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Opinion statement
Osteoarthritis (OA) is not merely a degenerative disease but a disease of the whole joint.
The aims of OA treatment are to alleviate pain and to improve function. The effect of
pharmacologic and non-pharmacologic treatment in OA as shown by randomized control
trials (RCTs) is often small or moderate. The treatment should be therefore personalized
since not every patient will benefit from a specific treatment. The combination of nonpharmacologic with pharmacologic treatment will give the best result. It is important to
educate the patient about the aim of OA treatment to increase therapeutic adherence.
Since obesity is one of the most important risk factors for having OA progression, losing
weight should be advised. Losing weight can be achieved by diet or by performing
exercise. Exercise without joint movement (isometric exercise) should be tried first in
patients who cannot perform high-impact exercise. When pain is bearable and joint
function is not severely limited, isotonic exercise such as walking, biking, and swimming
can be prescribed. The first-line pharmacologic OA treatment is acetaminophen to treat
mild and intermittent symptoms. If the symptoms are getting worse or when acetaminophen is not sufficient to relieve pain, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)
can be used. Risk profile of having gastric ulcer complication and cardiovascular risk factor
should be assessed prior to prescribing NSAIDs. In case of refractory pain after nonpharmacologic and pharmacologic treatment, total joint replacement (TJR) can be considered. The patient should be willing to have surgery and have no relative contraindication. Morbid obesity might be a contraindication for TJR. Studies on drugs that not only
improve symptoms but also halt further damage of the joint, the so-called diseasemodifying OA drugs, are ongoing. Several examples of the drugs are anakinra,
adalimumab, and doxycycline. At present, there is no solid evidence whether these drugs
can indeed be used as disease-modifying osteoarthritis drugs (DMOADs).
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Introduction
Clinically, osteoarthritis (OA) is characterized by pain,
stiffness, cracking of the joints (crepitus), and loss of
function of the joint which can lead to disability. The
disease occurs commonly in elderly [1]. The most
common affected joints by OA seen on radiograph
(radiographic OA) are hand followed by knee and hip
joints [2, 3]. Multiple joints can be involved, and this
will cause greater impact on health than OA in a
single joint [4]. In the past, OA was considered as
degenerative disorder that involved only cartilage.
Now, OA is considered as a disease that involves the
whole joint structures: synovium, subchondral bone,
and infrapatellar fat pad [5, 6••, 7]. Once OA is
diagnosed, the symptoms and the damage of the joint
can get worse, remain the same, or rarely getting
better [8]. Several risk factors for worsening of OA
(i.e., OA progression) are known such as older age,
female sex, obesity, genetic predisposition, and
malalignment [9]. Obesity is a part metabolic syndrome, a syndrome that consists of interrelated risk

factors of metabolic origins such as hypertension, dyslipidemia, and insulin resistance [10]. It is increasingly
acknowledged that OA is associated with metabolic
syndrome or its components. Perhaps, obesity leads
to OA not only due to additional mechanical force
exerted to the weight-bearing joints but also due to
metabolic factors [11•, 12].
The shift in OA paradigm from degenerative joint
disease to inflammatory joint disease and increasing
insight into the metabolic role in OA have led to new
opportunities for OA treatment. At present, the purposes
of OA treatment are to alleviate pain and to improve the
function of the joint by pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic means [13]. Next to these goals, OA
treatment should also halt or slow down joint damage.
Logically, when the joint damage can be halted, symptoms will be improved [14••, 15]. The aim of the present paper is to review the present treatment options
(Table 1) for OA including studies on drugs that might
modify joint structure in OA patients.

Treatment
Diet and weight loss
Since being overweight is a risk factor for worsening of OA, losing weight by
means of dietary weight loss is an intervention that can be recommended to the
patient. Studies on weight loss interventions have often been studied in knee
OA patients, and they have shown moderate benefit [16]. Christensen and coworkers performed in 2007 a meta-analysis on the effect of weight reduction in
obese patients diagnosed with knee OA [16]. They included four studies performed by two research groups, and they showed significant effect size for pain
and physical disability of 0.20 (95 % CI 0 to 0.39) and 0.23 (0.04 to 0.42) at a
weight reduction of 6.1 kg (4.7 to 7.6 kg). These effect sizes are considered
clinically as small [17]. When Lequesne index, a measure of pain intensity and
functional limitation of patients with hip and/or knee diseases [18], was used,
the pooled effect size in this meta-analysis was moderate (0.58 (95 % CI −0.4 to
1.6) but not statistically significant. The authors of this meta-analysis concluded
that symptomatic relief can be experienced if patients can reduce their body
weight at least by 5 % within a 20-week period. Comparable effect is shown in
patients with hip OA as shown in another Cochrane meta-analysis.

Physical therapy and exercise
The primary aims of performing exercise in OA patients are to reduce symptom
and to improve functional performance of the joint [19, 20, 21••]. By doing
exercise, weight loss can also be achieved [19]. Prescribing exercise to treat OA is
a delicate balance. Patients with OA might have pain and limited function and
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Table 1. Pharmacologic and non-pharmacologic treatment options in osteoarthritis
Treatment options

Categories and examples

Diet and weight loss
Exercise

Land based
Hydrotherapy

Oral analgesic

Acetaminophen
Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), such as acetylsalicylic acid,
ibuprofen, naproxen, diclofenac, and celecoxib.
Opioid, such as codeine, oxycodone, and morphine.

Transdermal analgesic

Transdermal opioid, such as buprenorphine and fentanyl.

Nutritional supplementsa

Glucosamine and chondroitin sulfate

Intraarticular injection

Glucocorticoids
Hyaluronic acid

Surgery

Arthroscopy
Joint lavage
Total joint replacement

Other possible treatment

Acupuncture, heat and cold pad, mechanical unloading (i.e., footwear)

Disease-modifying osteoarthritis drug

Non-registered for osteoarthritis, several research on, for example, interleukin-1
(IL-1) and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) antagonists.

These treatment options have various efficacies, and several treatment options are still a matter of debates. Treatment should be personalized,
and combination of treatments can be used
a
In Europe, these agents are registered as drugs

not capable to perform exercise. Moreover, high-impact activities are shown to
have negative effect on OA [22–24]. Individualization of exercise based on
patient’s condition and preference is therefore needed. Static (isometric) exercise, i.e., exercise without involvement of the joint, can be advised in patients
with too painful joint or with limited function of the joint. An example of this
type of exercise is isometric quadricep exercise. Patient in a supine position with
a rolled up towel under the knee is asked to maximally activate his thigh
muscles and hold the contraction for 5 s [25]. Isotonic exercise that encompasses any moving exercise such as walking and biking might be advised to
patients who are able to do so [19]. It is important to give adequate advice and
education to promote exercise since there might be problem with adherence.
Even in a study, the adherence to exercise program was below 75 % [26••].

Land-based exercise program
A recent Cochrane meta-analysis compared patients with knee OA who performed exercise programs such as muscle strengthening training and aerobic
fitness with patients who did not exercise [27]. This meta-analysis that included
44 studies showed that exercise reduced pain by 12 points (95 % CI 10 to 15
points) in a scale of 0 to 100 immediately after intervention. Exercise also
improved physical function by 10 points (95 % CI 8 to 13 points) in a scale of 0
to 100. This effect is shown to be sustained for at least 2 to 6 months after
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stopping the exercise. The authors of this review concluded that these immediate effects should be considered as moderate [27].

Aquatic exercise (hydrotherapy)
Aquatic exercises have several possible benefits above land-based exercise therapy. Since water buoyancy reduces the compressive load that joints have to
sustain, it can be used in patients with difficulties in exercising on the land
under normal conditions of gravity which is difficult and painful [28]. Moreover, water can be heated to 32–36 °C and this warmth might also reduce
swelling and increase blood circulation [29].
The effect of hydrotherapy in OA is shown in a meta-analysis, but the effect
is minor, i.e., decrease of pain by 0.6 point on a scale 0 to 20 and 6.6 % relative
reduction from baseline for pain in patients with knee and hip OA [30].

Pharmacologic treatment
At present, the goal of drug therapy in OA is to alleviate symptoms, but, ideally,
drug therapy in OA should modify the damage of joint structures and consequently reduce the pain and increase the function of the joint. Arguably, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), one of the drug classes used to
alleviate symptoms in OA, could have the potential to modify the structure
damaged in OA, such as the synovium, but this has not been demonstrated in
clinical studies in OA. Interestingly, it has been reported that NSAIDs might act
as disease-modifying agent in ankylosing spondylitis [31]. At present, there are
no drugs that effectively able to modify the disease process in OA [32••].

Acetaminophen (paracetamol)
Acetaminophen is an inexpensive analgesic that is considered as first-line drug
therapy in OA [33]. It can be used intermittently when mild pain occurs. It
should not be used continuously since it does not have structure modification
effect. Patients should use acetaminophen to a maximum of 4 g/day. A
Cochrane meta-analysis that included five RCTs in its analysis showed that the
use of paracetamol led to pain reduction by four points (on a 0 to 100 scale)
over that achieved with placebo and to 5 % improvement from baseline [34].
This level of pain reduction is confirmed in a more recent meta-analysis for
immediate (≤2 weeks) and short-term effects (between 2 weeks and 3 months)
[35]. Acetaminophen did not show significant immediate effect in improving
function and showed short-term improvement of function by three points on a
0 to 100 scale [35].
In a meta-analysis, there was no difference shown in the number of patients
reporting adverse events between the paracetamol and placebo groups [35].
Acetaminophen does cause mild side effect such as stomach upset and gastric
ulcers, especially in high dose [36].

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
NSAIDs are relatively inexpensive drugs that have analgesic, anti-inflammatory,
and anti-pyretic effects. They work by inhibiting cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) and
usually also COX-1 enzymes, which are involved in prostaglandin synthesis.
There are several classes of NSAIDs. Acetylsalicylic acid (aspirin) is an example
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of salicylate group. Ibuprofen is a derivate of propionic acid that can be given as
low dose (400 mg thrice daily) or medium dose (600 mg thrice daily) with the
maximum of 3200 mg/day [37]. Another example of derivate of propionic acid
is naproxen, which can be given as low dose (250 mg thrice daily) or medium
dose (500 mg twice daily), with a maximum of 1250 mg/day [37]. Diclofenac is
an example from the phenylacetic acid group, which can be given as 50 mg
twice daily (low dose) or 75 mg twice daily (medium dose), with a maximum
of 200 mg/day [37]. Celecoxib is an example of NSAIDs that specifically
inhibits COX-2 enzymes. It can be given in low dose (200 mg once a day) or in
medium/maximum dose of 200 mg twice daily [37].
Acetylsalicylic acid is a non-prescription drug while other NSAIDs do need
prescription in most of the countries in the world. Care should be taken in
prescribing NSAIDs by taking drug history of patients, because concurrent uses
of acetylsalicylic acid and other NSAIDs are risk factors of having gastrointestinal side effect such as peptic ulcer [38••]. Deciding which NSAIDs to use can be
based on the safety profile. Even low dose of acetylsalicylic acid can cause peptic
ulcer, and the risk increases with increasing dose [39]. COX-2 inhibitors and
ibuprofen are considered to be NSAIDs with the least peptic ulcer side effects
[40]. When an OA patient has high risk for peptic ulcer bleeding, for example
due to a previous bleeding ulcer, consider first other possible therapy. If NSAIDs
need to be prescribed in such patients, COX-2 inhibitors can be used together
with gastroprotective agents such as misoprostol (standard dose 200 μg once
daily) or a high-dose proton pump inhibitor (such as omeprazole 40 mg once
daily) [38••]. Eradicating Helicobacter pylori, which confers additional risk for
gastrointestinal bleeding [41], should be considered when patients might require long-term NSAID therapy [38••]. Patient with moderate risk (older than
65 years, using high-dose NSAIDs, previous history of uncomplicated ulcer)
may use non-selective NSAIDs together with a gastroprotective agent. When no
risk for peptic ulcer bleeding is present, an NSAID can be administered without
gastroprotective co-therapy. Peptic ulcers due to NSAIDs can be healed by
stopping the NSAID therapy in most cases [42].
NSAIDs might also increase cardiovascular events as has been shown with
COX-2 inhibitors and with high-dose diclofenac and ibuprofen [43]. Among
NSAIDs, the risk of cardiovascular events is shown to be lower with naproxen
[44, 45]. NSAIDs can also cause slight increase in blood pressure, and this
increase is mostly dose dependent [46].

Opioid analgesics
Opioid analgesics can be given by mouth, as an injection or through transdermal patch [47]. Oral opioid analgesics can be classified based on their analgesic
potencies [48]. Codeine is an example of oral opioid with low analgesic
potency. Oxycodone and morphine are examples of oral opioid with high
analgesic potency. Transdermal opioid analgesics used in OA are often from the
strongest analgesic potency, such as buprenorphine and fentanyl. Compared to
placebo, opioid analgesics lead to relative significant pain improvement, 0.7cm lower pain on a 10-cm visual analogue scale [49]. However, opioid analgesic use even for short term is associated with adverse effects [49]. The adverse
events occur in all dose range but more often in higher dose [50]. The most
common side effects are gastrointestinal (such as constipation and dry mouth)
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and central nervous systems (such as problems with sleep (25 %), memory
deficits (24 %)) [50]. These side effects are mostly reversible but often cause the
patients to stop the treatment [51]. Constipation is the side effect that often
does not improve with time and laxation is needed [49]. Next to the potential
adverse events, opioid analgesics are drugs with abuse potential. Therefore, it is
better to reserve opioid analgesics for the patients in whom other analgesics
have failed to relieve pain or for patients contraindicated or who are not willing
to have surgery. It is difficult to give a dose advice on opioid analgesics in OA. In
general, the qualified patients can be put on low-dose opioids and the dose can
be lowered as needed and/or in function of the patient’s tolerance. Several dose
examples used in RCTs in OA patients were 10 mg twice daily for codeine [52]
and 20 mg oxycodone [53].
Tramadol is considered as an atypical opioid. Unlike other opiates, it is
considered to be less associated with adverse events such as constipation and
has less significant abuse potential [54]. The recommended dosage is 50 to
100 mg every 4 to 6 h [54]. Perhaps, when opioid analgesic must be used,
tramadol can be used first. Yet, the use of this agent is limited by the development of tolerance.
The transdermal opioid shows comparable adverse events as oral opioid
but is thought to be more tolerable [55]. In an RCT, transdermal fentanyl patch
that released fentanyl 25 μg/h led to significant pain reduction compared to
placebo [55].

Topical analgesics
Topical analgesics can be used for local treatment of the OA joint when the
symptoms are relatively mild. Capsaicin and topical NSAIDs are among the
active ingredients of topical analgesics [56]. An RCT on topical use of cis-isomer
of capsaicin showed an intermediate- (up to 84 days) and long-term (up to 52week) pain relief [57].

Glucosamine and chondroitin sulfate
In Europe, glucosamine and chondroitin sulfate are registered as drugs while in
North America as dietary supplements [58]. Several meta-analysis and systematic
review have been published on whether these drugs can reduce the pain and
reduce the joint space narrowing [59, 60•, 61] Despite these publications, the
debate on the use of these drugs is still ongoing. According to Cochrane metaanalysis, glucosamine, chondroitin, and the combination of glucosamine and
chondroitin show slight pain reduction of around 0.3 to 0.5 cm on a 10-cm
visual analogue scale for pain compared to placebo in hip and knee OA patients
[60•]. This clinical effect is considered as minimal. Again, the finding of minimal
effect might suggest that there is subpopulation of OA that might be benefit from
these drugs [62], and this should be sought in RCTs. In unselected OA population, the use of glucosamine or chondrotin is not cost-effective [63].

Intraarticular glucocorticoids
Glucocorticoids have shown anti-inflammatory effects [64] and can inhibit the
production of the collagenases that mediate cartilage damage in OA [65, 66].
Intraarticular glucocorticoids can be used in OA, especially in patients who are
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not improved with NSAIDs treatment. There are several systematic reviews
concerning the use of intraarticular corticosteroids in OA [67–69], and they
showed relatively similar results. A recent Cochrane meta-analysis that included
27 trials concluded that compared to placebo, intraarticular corticosteroids lead
to ten-point reduction of pain on a scale of 0 to 100 [68]. The effect is mainly
observed 1 week after injection and lasts up to 4 to 6 weeks [68, 69]. Comparable effect and duration of effect were also seen for improvement in function
[68]. Of note, the included studies in the meta-analysis were heterogeneous.
Arguably, there will be subtypes of OA patients that may benefit from glucocorticoids more than other subtypes, for example, patients with notable synovitis. Synovitis has been shown to be associated with pain [70•]. However,
synovitis was not shown to be a predictor of pain reduction in knee and hip OA
after intraarticular injection of glucocorticoids [71].
It is difficult to give an evidence-based recommendation on which glucocorticoid to use because of the limited number of studies. The glucocorticoids
used are often based on personal/clinical experience [72]. The author, for
example, uses methylprednisolone. A meta-analysis showed that injection of
triamcinolone in knee and hip joints is significantly more effective in reducing
pain at week 3 in comparison to methylprednisolone, but there is no difference
in immediate effect between these glucocorticoids [69]. In this meta-analysis, it
was also shown that triamcinolone was better in reducing pain than
betamethasone at week 1. The dose of glucocorticoids to be used depends on
the joints. Methylprednisolone acetate or triamcinolone acetonide can be given
in 20 to 40 mg (1 ml) for a large joint (shoulder, knee, and ankle). Intraarticular
glucocorticoids can be given up to once every 3 months [73•], but other
therapies should be considered first.
The most feared complication of intraarticular injection of glucocorticoid is
septic arthritis. Yet, the incidence is very low, G0.08 % [72, 74]. In fact, the most
common complication is the worsening of pain within 24 to 48 h after having an
injection (postinjection flare) which might occur to up to 10 % of the injected
patients [72].

Intraarticular hyaluronic acid
Hyaluronic acid supplementation is believed to be useful to alleviate
symptoms in OA joint [75, 76] because hyaluronic acid, which plays a
role in viscoelastic characteristics of the synovial fluid, was shown to be
of lower concentration in OA than normal joint [77]. This relatively
expensive viscosupplement [78] is available as naturally occurring
hyaluronan and as synthetic hylan G-F 20. Compared to placebo,
viscosupplements were shown in a Cochrane review to improve pain and
function by approximately up to 54 and 32 % compared with baseline
levels, respectively, in the 5- to 13-week postinjection period [79]. Yet,
another review showed a less significant effect [80]. Despite the publication of meta-analysis and systematic review, it is still debatable whether
intraarticular hyaluronic acid should be given for OA treatment [76, 81].
The efficacy and the safety profile of intraarticular hyaluronic acid and
intraarticular glucocorticoids are considered comparable [82]. They
should be reserved for patients who failed exercise and oral pharmacologic treatments and who are contraindicated or reluctant to have joint
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replacement surgery. Several authors prefer to perform initial glucocorticoid injection, and when it fails, the patient is switched to intraarticular
hyaluronic acid [82]

Surgery
Surgery is an invasive procedure that should be performed when the nonpharmacological and pharmacological treatments fail to show desired effect.
Total joint replacement is considered as a definitive treatment of OA that
reduces pain and restores function.

Arthroscopy
A Cochrane meta-analysis published in 2008 that summarized data of 271
patients showed no benefit of arthroscopic debridement compared to sham
surgery placebo in knee OA [83]. Arthroscopic debridement should indeed not
be performed in treating knee OA. There is anecdotal evidence that arthroscopy
does have benefit in a subtype of patients, i.e., in patients with an isolated
medial femoral chondral lesion [84].

Joint lavage
Joint lavage shows small benefit in terms of pain relief at 3 months: 0.3-cm pain
reduction and 0.2-cm function improvement compared to control on a 10‐cm
visual analogue scale [85]. This effect is too small to include joint lavage as a
standard armamentarium of OA treatment considering the potential severe side
effects such as septic arthritis and the need of dedicated facilities. Again, there
are patients that might benefit of joint lavage such as OA patient with predominant synovitis because joint lavage might wash out the inflammatory
factors present in the joint.

Total joint replacement
Total joint replacement is considered as the definitive treatment of OA.
Several studies showed significant improvement of pain and function
after joint replacement surgery [86, 87••]. Patients who underwent total
knee replacement followed by a 12-week non-surgical treatment program
(consisted of exercise, education, dietary advice, use of insoles, and pain
medication) showed significant pain relief and improving function and
quality of life after 12 months (measured using Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score) compared to patients who received 12-week
non-surgical treatment program only [87••]. However, this treatment is
associated with more significant serious adverse events such as deep
venous thrombosis and infection [87••]. Therefore, patients who need
knee or hip joint replacement should be selected [88, 89]. It is estimated
that up to 25 % of persons are not suitable candidates for joint
replacement and have poor outcomes [88]. The selection should be
based on the patient’s clinical symptoms and preference and surgical
characteristics [89, 90•]. The pain should be substantial that causes
significant limitation in daily activities. The pain should be refractive to
conservative treatments such as pain medication and exercise. Often, the
decision for surgery is taken in patients with severe pain in function
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limitation after reviewing joint radiograph showing severe joint space
narrowing or large osteophytes. The patient should be able to undergo
surgery, i.e., not having significant medical disease that outweighs the
possible benefit of joint replacement surgery. The local vascular supply
and the soft tissue cover should also be sufficient. (Morbid) obesity can
be a contraindication for joint replacement surgery since it increases the
risk of infection after surgery [91]. There is often hesitancy in
performing total joint replacement in older patients. Older patients
(965 years old) do recover slower than younger patients, but the outcome is, in general, excellent [92].
Total joint replacement is not performed only for large joint such as
knee and hip, but can also be performed for hand joint such as
carpometacarpal and interphalangeal joints [93, 94].

Other treatments
Acupuncture
Compared to sham control, acupuncture improves pain by four points on a
scale of 0 to 20 after 8 weeks and by three points after 26 weeks in patients with
knee or hip OA. This is a minimal added benefit compared to sham acupuncture (pain reduction of three points after 8 and 26 weeks) [95]. Yet, compared to
usual care group, acupuncture shows a more clinical relevant improvement in
pain and function in short and longer terms [96•]. Perhaps, acupuncture might
of benefit in a select group of patients with moderate OA.

Heat and cold pad
Patients mention sometimes that applying heat or cold pad reduces the pain or
improves the function of a joint. This practice is not evidence-based, but it is an
inexpensive method, and arguably, cold pad can reduce the blood flow to the
joint and might reduce joint swelling. On the other hand, applying hot pad
might relax the stiff joints.

Orthosis
Mechanical loading and misalignment are risk factors for OA progression of
weight-bearing joints [97•]. Reducing this load may be able to reduce OA
progression. Non-surgical means to unload can be achieved by using orthosis,
such as shoe insert and brace [98]. While orthosis can be considered as inexpensive, no solid evidence on the benefit of knee bracing or laterally wedged
insole is shown in knee OA patients [99].

Emerging therapies: disease-modifying osteoarthritis drugs
At present, the treatment of OA is thus merely aimed at symptomatic
treatment and there is no treatment aimed at halting structural damage of
the joint. Since structural damage is related with symptoms and functions
[70•], such a drug, so-called disease-modifying osteoarthritis drugs
(DMOADs) can be expected to improve OA symptoms. There are several
logical targets in DMOADs such as synovial inflammation mediators,
inhibitors of cartilage degradation, and inhibitor of subchondral bone
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remodeling [100]. Interleukin-1 (IL-1) and tumor necrosis factor alpha
(TNF-α) are inflammatory factors involved in OA. Studies on DMOADs on
inflammatory mediators have been performed, often in hand OA phenotypes. A preliminary study shows pain reduction and global disability in
patients with erosive hand OA after daily subcutaneous injections of IL-1
receptor antagonist (Anakinra) for 3 months [101•]. Anti-TNF-α
adalimumab is shown to halt progression of joint damage compared to
placebo in interphalangeal joints of patients with erosive hand OA [102•].
Metalloproteinases (MMPs) play a role in the destruction of the cartilage
and bone damage in OA [103]. Doxycycline, an antibiotic that is also a
potent inhibitor of MMPs, is shown to be able to reduce the rate of joint
space narrowing in the medial tibiofemoral compartment of knee joint
compared to placebo in obese women [104•].

Conclusions
The treatment of OA patient is discussed based on published evidence. In
general, non-pharmacological treatment consists of diet and exercise. Pharmacological treatment includes acetaminophen, NSAIDs, and topical analgesic.
When all of these treatments fail, total joint replacement might be considered.
Researches on DMOADs are ongoing, and they might be on the horizon.
Of note, most of the meta-analyses on OA treatment show minimal or
moderate effect of the therapy, perhaps because of the heterogeneity in the
study population. Arguably, not every OA patient will benefit from a specific
OA treatment and the treatment should be therefore personalized. In order to
do this, studies on a specific OA treatment should only include patients who
might benefit the most from the specific treatment. For example, a drug that
mainly works as anti-inflammatory should be tested in OA patient with synovitis as a predominant clinical sign. Such studies are clearly needed.
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